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April is normally the month each year that MOAA brings membership into the Capital and visit all of the 
Representatives and Senators for each state to put forward our National legislative agenda.  However due 
to the restrictions of Covid and the issues with the January 6 insurrection, MOAA decided to have an 
Advocacy in Action.  This entails each state dividing their representatives up so that Chapter members 
can contact them during the Easter recess to discuss these issues.  These contacts usually involved 
meeting with they or their staff in district offices of via Zoom.  Alamo MOAA was assigned nine of the 
thirty five Representatives to contact. 

Alamo MOAA had a team of three that made these contacts.  Myself, Chapter President Kitty Meyers and 
Colonel Robert Certain.  All of our contacts ended up being zoom calls with staff members of the 
Congressman and we covered three issues with each of them.  We have two remaining that will be 
contacted and one who resigned and is no longer a legislator. 

Issues that we covered were the Major Richard Star act, HR1282/S344.  This bill would correct the 
injustice of Medially retired service members having to give up dollar for dollar of their military pension 
for VA benefits that they are receiving.  This bill would correct this issue and let them have their full 
military retirement and VA benefits with no reduction.  This is particularly important to Texas veterans at 
the state has the largest number of veterans in this situation with over 6,500.  The largest of any state.  
Only seven Texas Representatives have signed on as cosponsors of this bill! 

The second issue was that Making Mental Health Care affordable for Tricare beneficiaries.  HR4824.  
The NDAA 2017 reformed most Tricare copays so that remained reasonable.  They did not, however 
address specialty copays for mental health.  Since that time those copays have almost doubled to that in 
most cases they are $50 per visit.  Stressors that are occurring not only to the service member, but also to 
their dependents are causing further monetary strain in terms of these high copays and difficulties in 
getting access to mental health professionals.  The bill would cap copays at primary care levels and make 
it easier for access to mental health professionals. 

The last issue has to do with Recruiting, retention and retirement.  At present, service members should be 
getting a 4.6% pay raise unless the Congress or President reduce that with the 2023 NDAA.  Why is this 
important?  First, our service members are grossly underpaid compared to their civilian counterparts.  
This greatly affects recruiting and retention with all branches of the military.  First, potential enlistees are 
looking to the civilian sector for better paying jobs.  This has the effect of causing recruiters from all 
services to have a smaller number of potential recruits.  This also affects retention because in many cases 
a member may be trained in an area that has better pay and benefits in the civilian sector and as a result 
that member has the tendency to leave the military to take advantage of that thus draining resources from 
their service. 

In the area of retirement, service members lose money anytime pay raises fall.  This takes final retirement 
pay down along with reduction of the Survivor Benefit Plan annuity for surviving family members. 

Please make it point to contact your US Congressmen regarding these issues and ask for their support. 
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